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CONVINCE – why is 

your location better 

than others?

Provide the RIGHT kind 

of information!

Asses the POTENTIAL!

Identify a strong 

HOOK!

Know 
yourself

First 
contact

First 
meeting

Follow-
up

Support Close

Win the project!

Lead Generation Process

6 months - 3 years

Identify
target

What’s your VALUE 

PROPOSITOIN?
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What is Aftercare?

Providing the
factor conditions

to encourage
existing investors
to EXPAND their

activitIes

Encouraging & 
anchoring

INCREMENTAL
investment

Facilitating
NEW

investment
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Why is it so important?

LIMITED 
RESOURCES

It is 7 times more time intensive to land a new
customer than to sell to an existing one

LOCATION 
FOLLOWS 
BUSINESS 

Incremental investment and business expansion can
account for 70% of investment flows in Western
countries

PERCEPTION & 
RANKINGS

Positive impact for potential investors of witnessing
existing investor expansion
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What is Aftercare?

Providing the
factor conditions

to encourage
existing investors
to EXPAND their

activitIes

Encouraging & 
anchoring

INCREMENTAL
investment

Facilitating
NEW

investment

TIME * 7

UP TO 70%
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According to our 
experience, only 
about 20% of all 

IPA’s have a 
systematic 

aftercare approach.
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Does your IPA have 
an Aftercare 

strategy?
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Aftercare is one of the most crucial 
aspect for corporates:

They want to know that the 
relationship with the IPA doesn’t 

stop after the investment!



1 | What’s the corporate perspective?
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CREATE COMMUNITY NETWORKS
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EMBRACE MULTICULTARISM
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BECOME A ONE-STOP-SHOP
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ENGAGE & CREATE TRUST



2 | Steps to an Aftercare strategy
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1 Develop objectives and identify partners

2 Assess resources and develop organizational options

3 Segment, target and design the aftercare program

4 Deliver services, monitor and evaluate the results

Steps to an Aftercare set-up
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Start simple

Establish your database of 
aftercare targets, typically 25-

30 companies

Research each company & 
develop individual strategies 

(aka what could you offer ?)

Combine gathered intelligence -

can you detect patterns?

Develop an overview of most
needed aspects (parter, 

resouces, timeframe etc)

Engage with your local
statekholders & make sure
they understand what is in 

for them!
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And grow gradually



Annika Jostmeier

Annika.jostmeier@conway.com

+49 176 10 300 593 (cell)

www.conwayadvisory.com

Thank you for your attention!


